PartsView

PartsView enables you to see the component and parts your customer is looking for.

The more detailed information you can provide a customer on the part they need, the likelier you'll get the sale. Audatex PartsView helps you identify, price and sell parts confidently. PartsView provides exceptional 3D graphics with comprehensive part details, including description, OEM number, price, Hollander Interchange fitment information, and more.

A Revolution in Part Viewing
3D intelligent graphics are an industry first, with 360 degree rotation and unlimited zoom. You can rotate and zoom in on vehicle sections, assemblies and individual parts, making it easier to isolate parts from an assembly and see assemblies from different angles. Double click on "hot spots" to get parts specifics, simplifying the part identification process for your yard.

Key Features and Functionality
• Access the same information as insurers and collision repair shops
• Quickly and easily search for parts on a vehicle
• Industry-leading 3D intelligent graphics
• See parts exactly as they appear in relation to others on a vehicle
• Color codes visually differentiate between materials and part types
• Comprehensive and accurate part details
• Integrated with Powerlink

For more information contact Hollander at 800-825-0644!